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GATEWAY TO CANCER DISCOVERIES
Innovative Data Usage

- Survival Analysis
- Survivorship
  - New Program from CDC/NPCR
  - Kentucky Interface to Journey Forward
- Virtual Tumor Repository
- Virtual Pooled Registry
  - Successful Pilot with Camp Lejeune Project
  - 43 State Central Cancer Registries Participated
Innovative Data Usage

- Integrating Population Sciences into Research
- Translating Research Into Clinical Practice
- Disparities
- Palliative Care/End of Life Decisions
Innovative Data Collection

- XML
  - Improving Standards
  - Developing Implementation Tools
  - Roadmap to Implementation/Integration

- Claims Data
  - Medicare, Medicaid and Private Physicians
  - Florida had two presentations on Case Finding/Treatment Enhancement
  - Kentucky – Treatment Enhancement
Innovative Data Collection

- Natural Language Processing
  - Identify Cancer Reportability
  - Text to Code
  - NPCR and NCI Have Current Projects
- Residence Verification using Lexus/Nexus and others
- Real Time Reporting
- Meaningful Use - Continues
V16/CS Transition/AJCC 8th Edition

- AJCC 7th Edition
  - AJCC (NPCR/COC)
  - SEER*RSA using UICC (NCI SEER)
  - Conflicting Requirements

- V16 Edit Metafile
  - Released 6/20/2016
  - Found Problems and will be releasing V16A in beginning of August
V16/CS Transition/AJCC 8th Edition

- ICDO3 Updates – Maybe 2017?
- Update Multiple Primary/Histology Rules – Maybe 2017?
- 8th Edition – Late 2016
  - Rolling Updates (Assured in line with NAACCR version changes)
  - Web Based Fee for Service API
  - Paper Based Manual Post API Release
International Flair

- Caribbean
- Israel
- Britain
- Korea

Our Community Is Expanding Well Beyond North America
How Exciting!!!
St. Louis, MO

- Home to Anheuser-Busch
- Home to the National Blues Museum
- Home to the St. Louis Cardinals (MLB Team)
- Home to the St. Louis Blues (NHL Team)
- Wonderful Restaurants (Especially BBQ)
- Craft Beer Breweries (Of Course we Visited a Few)
The Florida Contingency Having BBQ
The St. Louis Gateway Arch
“Take Me Out To The Ballgame”
Thank You